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Included are the ballot measure result maps and PVI correlations from the November 2010 San
Francisco . I show props AA through N, and an overall turnout map. I show a couple additional analyses
for a couple of the measures.
For the most part, San Francisco votes more conservatively on citywide measures than on district
election races. That is, the city displays some social and fiscal restraint when voting on ballot measures,
even though some districts are willing to support candidates who have different views. This year, the
city voted a shade more conservatively than even years past.
This year, most of the PVI correlations were quite high. This could indicate that there is an increasing
polarization of the electorate, or it could simply be one of those years in which most of the ballot
measures fell upon some kind of SF-specific ideological lines. In either case, it is still quite remarkable
the amount of geographic overprint that exists in San Francisco voting trends.
Concerning PVI, it needs to be said that issues themselves do not have any kind of inherent PVI. An
issue isn't 'left' or 'right' by definition; it's the people who vote on it that define where the issues lies.
When I examine ballot measures and PVI, I look to see where the central median voter is. In other
words, what is the PVI of the voters where the issue is 50-50? If voters at PVI=40 support a measure,
then it's probably going to pass because more than 50% of the electorate lives in PVI>40 precincts. 1
Figure 1 shows a histogram of SF frequent voters by precinct PVI. Voter distribution is roughly normal,
peaking at around PVI in the high 50's.
Figure 1: Frequent voters by PVI
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This of course is dependent on the strength of the correlation and whether the correlation is positive or negative.

For example, look at the PVI correlation for Non-citizen voting (Prop D). It has a very tight positive
correlation . The PVI where the vote is 50-50 (central median voter) is at PVI=50. Since - as we see from
the graph above - more than 50% of the electorate is > PVI=50, the measure fails. Every issue has its
own value for the median voter, and figuring out where the electorate falls on that particular issue
(which can change year to year for the same issue)is the best predictor for how the measure will fare at
the ballot box.
On the PVI graphs, I include lines for the vote=50% mark, and the PVI=50 mark. I also include the
regression line. There will make it easier to see where the median voter was for each issue. As always,
other than the turnout map, the issues maps are set to the same scale.
For reference - here are the overall measure results . Bold means pass.

Title

% Yes

Measure AA - Vehicle Registration Fee

58.8%

Measure A - Earthquake Retrofit Bond

63.2%

Measure B - City Retirement and Health Plans

43.0%

Measure C - Mayoral Appearances at Board Meetings

59.9%

Measure D - Non-Citizen Voting in School Board Elections

45.1%

Measure E - Election Day Voter Registration

47.2%

Measure F - Health Service Board Elections

53.3%

Measure G - Transit Operator Wages

64.9%

Measure H - Local Elected Officials on Political Party Committees

42.4%

Measure I - Saturday Voting
Measure J - Hotel Tax Clarification and Temporary Increase

59.3%
45.5%

Measure K - Hotel Tax Clarification and Definitions

38.5%

Measure L - Sitting or Lying on Sidewalks

54.3%

Measure M - Community Policing and Foot Patrols
Measure N - Real Property Transfer Tax

46.6%
58.5%

Turnout was a pretty strong 61%, higher than 2006. There were relatively contested top-of-the-ticket
races in California, a couple of which with direct San Francisco influence. As usual, D7 and D8 had the
highest turnout, followed by D2 and D4. Note these are more conservative districts, which helps to
explain the overall results. Also note that D6 and D10 had lower turnout, despite having close
Supervisorial races. It appears relative district turnout in SF stays the same over time regardless of
specific local races.

A San Francisco VLF has always polled well here, and this is seen by many voters as an "acceptable" tax.
The PVI correlation was relatively strong except for D10 and D11, indicating these economically hardhit districts were less favorable to the tax relative to how they normally vote. Moreover, transit isn't
always as good to the distant southeast, so auto travel is more important than in other districts.

Prop A narrowly missed its required 2/3 vote. The campaign got off to a late start and it suffered from
lack of funds, but it was able to do well with a late push in the central part of the city. In almost any
bond measure, save maybe education issues, 25% of the electorate is voting no for starters, and the
proponents need to get their total 67% from the remaining 75%. Here, as with AA, we see D11 voted
lower on this than could be expected.
There's also a geographic pattern here, where the most support came in the center of the city, where
the most soft-story buildings would be affected by an earthquake and there retrofitting.

Prop B - aka Public Defender Jeff Adachi's Pension Reform - ended up losing badly despite early
popularity. Organized labor spent is reputed to have spent $1 million to defeat this, focusing almost
entirely on increased health care costs. The yes on D campaign wasn't nearly as strong in countering
the message.
This did particularly poorly in parts D10 that have a lot of labor residents, but otherwise fell upon
standard PVI divisions. Notice where the vote was 50-50, the PVI score was below 40, indicating even
more moderate residents were open to the No on D message.

The annual Question Time ballot measure finally passed, with no real campaign on either side of the
issue. Maybe with the continuing poor economy people do want to see more interaction between the
Board and the mayor, forced though it will be. Ironically, as this was always a measure to 'get' mayor
Newsom, this will affect only new mayors going forward.
It is interesting to note that D8 still voted no on this, probably as residual LGBT support for Newsom.

Prop D had a tight PVI correlation, with support coming from precincts with PVI > 62 or so. Therefore,
even many relatively liberal voters voted against this. Non-citizen voting lost only by half a point a
point in 2004, and the repeat of the measure gives us the rare opportunity to examine changes in the
electorate over six years on a divisive social issue.
It's true that 2010 had a more moderate turnout than a 2004 Presidential year, but that doesn't explain
all the change. The following map shows the difference in the two years' results, highlighting precincts
where the measure went from pass to fail.
There isn't a strong trend as to where the measure did worse in 2010, though the Sunset and BV/HP
voted more strongly against in 2010. The pass-to-fail precincts are scattered throughout the city, and
both Latino and Asian-heavy precincts voted more 'no'. This shows that the change in view was
citywide and not dependent solely on turnout, and lends evidence to the overall moderate push
citywide the past several years.

Same-day voter registration fell upon very strong ideological lines (R2>0.9), indicating this was seen as a
way to get more left-leaning voters at the polls. It narrowly failed, with D11 acting as the swing district.

This was also seen as somewhat ideological, though to many voters the meaning of this procedural
governance measure wasn't entirely clear. Most voters likely relied on endorsements and slate cards
for their decision on this, and this measure may have reflected a baseline of the electorate. This year,
being more conservative than some other years, the moderate position 'won' based on simply that's
where the electorate was this year. Sorry I can't do better than this.

This year's big winner was a highly-publicized measure requiring TWU members to enter into collective
bargaining with the city. It became a referendum on MUNI reform. Generally, it fell upon ideological
lines, except for aberrations in D10 and D11 to a lesser extent. As stated earlier, these are labor-heavy
districts, and D10 is home to many TWU members.
It is also worth noting that many TWU members are African-American, and it appears that some Af-Am
heavy precincts in other parts of the city voted against this as well: Western Addition, Potrero, OMI,
and Vis Valley.

This had a somewhat strong inverse PVI correlation, though with D8 voting more heavily no. Generally,
precincts with strong (Democratic) party loyalties didn't want to be told whom they could put on their
county committees, especially Democratic-heavy Noe Valley and Glen Park. This measure had few
endorsements as well and neither side really campaigned.

The strong positive correlation with PVI - here and in the same-day registration - indicates that indeed
left-leaning voters are more interested in increasing turnout. This measure, however, played better in
many moderate precincts, indicating some voters feel this may help boost moderate turnout (as do I).
Generally the most conservative precincts voted against this, indicating perhaps potential concern with
the financial aspects of Saturday voting. It's clear this was seen by the electorate as a much more
legitimate method of increasing turnout than same-day registration.

See Prop K

J and K were competing hotel tax measures, both closing technical sales tax loopholes. J, put on by the
Board, also sought to increase the hotel tax itself. K was the more 'moderate' version. Voters were in
no mood for these this year, though J got more support from the left. In a bad economy, most voters
did not want to risk convention and tourism business.

This was another divisive, highly-publicized measure dealing with 'homelessness' issues. We hadn't had
one of these since Aggressive Panhandling in 2003. As expected, this fell generally upon ideological
lines. This also had a countermeasure in Prop M.
The 'no' campaign was more visible and aggressive throughout the city (with a lot less money), but this
issue got considerable (positive) coverage in the Chronicle, indicating they can still matter when they
wish to.
Interestingly, this measure did better in parts of the Haight and mid-Market than would be expected
from PVI, as these geographies were at the heart of the debate.

This was the corollary to Sit-lie, where if this passed it would negate Prop L. Voters understood that
and voted accordingly. However, the PVI correlation was a bit more loose here. The chart below
shows the L vs M correlation. Parts of D10 and D11 voted yes on both (Vis Valley, Crocker), indicating
they want sit-lie enforced and more foot patrols.

The transfer tax has failed before, but here the amount was raised to $5 million before the tax is
enacted. That was enough to guarantee passage, as most city residents aren't buying $5 million
houses. At least this year.

